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LIQUOR DISTRIBUTION AGENCY ‘VADMACA CANADA'



COMPANY PROFILE

We are a group of international professionals from alcohol industry built this company to create opportunities to consumers
all over the world to get pleasure from traditional Ukrainian food, as well as consumers living in North America and Asia!

Ukraine is known worldwide as a producer of competitive food products, which high quality is appreciated by consumers in
America, Europe, Asia, Africa and the Middle East, particularly of alcoholic drinks.

In fact this is in Ukraine there are many world famous alcohol manufacturers, whose brands are named among the world's
top as the most consumed. For example, the ‘NEMIROFF’ – is one of the leading Ukrainian and international beverage industry
producer of unique kinds of distilled and aged in the best Ukrainian traditions. VADMACA is proud to be an official distributor
of Ukrainian ‘NEMIROFF’ on the alcoholic beverages world market.

The time has come to show the competitiveness of Ukrainian alcohol products and we strive to provide you with the wide
range of premium quality alcohol drinks including: vodka, wine and beer.



OUR VALUES AND VISION

VADMACA is an established importer and exporter of alcohol products in Canada and China. In particular, our company is a
licensed supplier of the alcohol products to British Columbia Liquor Distribution Branch /license # 306711/.

Our company represents exclusively on the world markets the excellent producers located in Ukraine. Together with them we
supply our markets with wide range of wine, beer and spirit products.

Today VADMACA has a portfolio of over 100 SKU listed in the different markets. Our mission is to continue and grow expanding
the business with strategic partners in Asia.

Our key value is to sell the alcohol products from Ukraine of the proven high quality at the affordable price. The quality of our
alcohol products is tested regularly by UBC Wine Research Centre (The University of British Columbia, Canada).

As a part of the expansion of its international activities in order to facilitate the manufacturing of alcoholic beverages and
quality control VADMACA opened a representative office in Kyiv, Ukraine in 2015.



WINES

VADMACA has launched the wine bottling capacities in Odessa and Kherson regions, located in the south of Ukraine, on the Black 
Sea coast. Both regions are very splendid for the grapes cultivation and production of high quality wine materials. Today the

assortment includes three categories: table, dessert and sparkling. The most challenging and remarkable table wines according
to the results of blind tastings represented by UBC Wine Research Centre are: Bastardo, Pinot Noir, Saperavi, Muscat, 

Sauvignon.



RED WINES



WHITE WINES



SPARKLING WINES

VADMACA offers the wide range of sparkling wines including the following trademarks: ‘ODESSA PRESIGE’, 
‘KIEV PREMIUM’, ‘FRENCH BOULEVARD’, ‘GRANDE CUVÉE’, ‘LA FESTA’



SPARKLING WINES



SPARKLING WINES



SPARKLING WINES



SPARKLING WINES



SPARKLING WINES



SPARKLING WINES



SPARKLING WINES



SPARKLING WINES



SPARKLING WINES



VADMACA is an exclusive distributor of the AltMüller BEER in Eastern Asia region.        

AltMüller BEER is an exceptionally natural product made according to ancient Ukrainian and German 

recipes. Only natural ingredients of the highest quality are being used, which due to natural fermentation 

turn into fragrant boozy.

For the fermentation of the AltMüller BEER, the special secret race of yeast is used, which for many years 

gives a good result.

The receipt for this beer is a joint development with specialists from Germany, which guarantees an 

extraordinary taste of beer and allows to preserve the natural properties of beer.

All equipment for the beer and lemonade production is of German origin. The technology guarantee the 

highest quality of the process of washing, cleaning and disinfecting of all equipment, designed for malt 

crushing and the finished products bottling. At the same time, there is no need for the equipment to be 

disassembled or opened - the whole process is fully automatic and is being controlled with modern 

software.

BEER



Beer is prepared on the basis of light and caramel malts with the addition of 

barley and corn grits using high-quality hops.  The combination of 4 types of raw 

materials gives the beer a unique soft, balanced malt-caramel taste and aroma.  A 

subtle combination of natural caramel flavor and hop bitterness allows you to feel 

all the nourishment and balance of this beer.

Product details

Alcohol The average value 

of the bitterness in 

beer, EBC

The content of the dry 

substance in the initial 

wort

Degustation

5,1% 14-16 12%

When you taste AltMüller Original, you feel the 

unforgettable pleasure of genuine German  beer. This 

refined beer is harmoniously combined with spicy rye 

croutons, light meals and snacks 

‘AltMüller Original’

BEER

0,42L 0,50L



Pronounced aroma of juicy lemon, with grapefruit notes in the background.  Bright 

and refreshing lemon flavor with a light grapefruit flavor.  Pleasant sweet and 

sour citrus aftertaste with subtle hints of alcohol.

Product details

Alcohol The average value 

of the bitterness in 

beer, EBC

The content of the dry 

substance in the initial 

wort

Degustation

4,9% 12 11,00%

This exquisite beer will satisfy all beer fans.

AltMüller Blanche is better to tasted with fried wheat 

bread with olive oil and Provencal herbs, which greatly 

emphasize the flavor and scent of this beer. A soft cheese, 

seafood and fish are perfect in combination with this beer.

BEER

‘AltMüller Blanche’

0,42L 0,50L



Beer brewed using high quality barley and wheat malt with the addition of bitter 

and aromatic hops with a high content of hop oils.  A balanced malt flavor combined 

with a delicate floral aroma complements the essential-fruity flavor, which changes 

with hints of fresh herbs, spices and coniferous resinous trees.  A beer that is ideal for 

those who prefer a rich aroma, rich and fresh taste.

Product details

Alcohol The average value 

of the bitterness in 

beer, EBC

The content of the dry 

substance in the initial 

wort

Degustation

5,1% 12-16 12,0%

AltMüller Premium has a bright sweetish taste that well-
balanced with spicy herbs. This beer is better to try with 

fragrant grilled veal or mutton steak. Especially good 
combination with baked pork ribs in honeyed-mustard 

sauce. А solid cheeses are also good snack to this beer. 

BEER

‘AltMüller Premium’

0,42L 0,50L



Light pasteurized beer, which has been known since the middle of the last century, as one 

of the most popular drinks among fans of sweet taste in many European countries.  

Aromatic light hop beer has a distinctly sweet-malty taste and a pleasant bitterness in 

the aftertaste, which gives perfection and depth.  The RIGAS recipe places special 

emphasis on well-fermented malt, which makes it unique among many other light beers.

Product details

Alcohol The average value of the 

bitterness in beer, EBC

Degustation

5,1% 12

This beer is better to try with fragrant grilled veal or mutton steak.. А solid 
cheeses are also good snack to this beer. 

BEER

0,50L

‘Rigas’ 



BEER

‘Yachminniy Kolos’

Product details

Alcohol The average value of the 

bitterness in beer, EBC

Degustation

4,9% 12

This refined beer is harmoniously combined with spicy rye croutons, light 
meals and snacks 

0,50L

Light pasteurized beer is a classic since the 70s of the last century.  The harmonious 

combination of barley malt and hops gives the beer a soft and delicate taste with a 

delicate aroma of barley and a pleasant hop bitterness.  Poltava brewers have 

recreated the beer "BARLEY EAR" - a popular barley classic, using modern 

technologies.  This beer is not inferior, and even surpasses many other types of more 

expensive range of drinks.



BEER 

‘Bochkove’

Product details

Alcohol The average value of the 

bitterness in beer, EBC

Degustation

5,1% 12

This beer is better to try with fragrant grilled veal or mutton steak. Especially 
good combination with baked pork ribs in honeyed-mustard sauce. А solid 

cheeses are also good snack to this beer

0,50L

Light pasteurized beer, which has become a leader in beer sales.  It has a bright but 

mild taste of hops.  Beer of a pleasant golden color attracts all lovers of the drink 

with its fragrant fragrant aroma of malt and pronounced bitterness of taste, and its 

strength makes it special among other light beers.  For many years of existence of 

beer "Bochkove" proudly takes the first places for the invariably high taste qualities. 



BEER

‘Zhigulevskoe’ 

Product details

Alcohol The average value of the 

bitterness in beer, EBC

Degustation

4,9% 12

This beer is better to try with fragrant grilled veal or mutton steak. Especially 
good combination with baked pork ribs in honeyed-mustard sauce.

0,50L

Light filtered pasteurized beer, the most famous among avid beer gourmets since the 

30s of last century.  This is a traditional beer brewed from the highest quality raw 

materials, namely, from high-quality barley malt using modern technologies.  It has a 

delicate aroma of hops and a slight bitterness in the taste.         



Dark pasteurized premium beer, brewed according to the original recipe developed by 

Poltava brewers.  It has a sweet taste with a pronounced aroma of caramel malt.  The 

peculiarity of Dykansky Vechery beer is a moderate intoxicating bitterness, which will 

definitely be felt and approved by fans of dark beers.  Dykanski Evenings beer was one 

of the most famous and popular among consumers of the last century not only in Ukraine 

but also in Eastern Europe.  This love has remained to this day.  No wonder this drink has 

received many awards and prizes at international competitions and exhibitions of 

professional brewers. 

BEER

‘Dikanka Evenings’ 

0,50L

Product details

Alcohol The average value of the 

bitterness in beer, EBC

Degustation

4,9% 12

This beer is better to try with fragrant grilled veal or mutton steak. Especially 
good combination with baked pork ribs in honeyed-mustard sauce.



GAISER – wide range of fruit tastes

READY-TO-DRINK (RTD) 

"GAISER" - a bright beer mix with a unique palette of flavors.  Thanks to 

new technologies, we were able to creatively combine exquisite flavors: 

refreshing lemon, fragrant grapefruit and ripe cherries.  Soft fruit flavors are 

harmoniously intertwined with a barely noticeable beer bitterness and add a 

unique aroma to the beer mix. "GAISER" beer in a metal can and special 

design bottle attracts with its young creative design.  A stylish jar is 

indispensable on vacation with family and friends.  It cools down quickly and 

reliably preserves the taste of beer, which is appreciated by fans of craft 

varieties.



‘Gaiser Kriek Max’ special filtered pasteurized - is a 

great option for a classic beer with a delicate taste of 

ripe cherries and the aroma of summer.

Created especially for true fans of exquisite tastes who 

want to try something special and original!

GAISER Kriek Max

READY-TO-DRINK (RTD) 

Product details

Alcohol The content of the 

dry substance in 

the initial wort

Degustation

6,0% 16

The drink is perfectly combined with sweet desserts 
like tiramisu or chocolate pudding

.

0,42L 0,50L



‘

"Gaiser Lemon" light special unfiltered lightened 

pasteurized attracts with its delicate aroma and special 

expressive taste with characteristic notes of refreshing 

lemon.

The mild malty taste is combined with a barely 

noticeable beer bitterness.  This beer is for those who 

want to experience all shades of light taste!

GAISER Lemon

READY-TO-DRINK (RTD) 

Product details

Alcohol The content of the 

dry substance in 

the initial wort

Degustation

6,2% 16

The drink is perfectly combined with sweet desserts 
like tiramisu or chocolate pudding

.

0,42L 0,50L



"Gaiser Grapefruit" special unfiltered clarified 

pasteurized impresses with a balanced combination of 

light beers and soft grapefruit flavor.

Perfectly invigorates and tones on hot summer days.  

Gives a good mood and an unforgettable experience!

GAISER Grapefruit

READY-TO-DRINK (RTD) 

Product details

Alcohol The content of the 

dry substance in 

the initial wort

Degustation

6,2% 16

The drink is perfectly combined with sweet desserts like 
tiramisu or chocolate pudding etc.

0,42L 0,50L



VADMACA is an official distributor of NEMIROFF - the brand with a 150-year history presented in 5 continents. 

Its production dates back to 1872 in Nemyriv town, known for the largest Podillia distillery opened after reconstruction. The principles in 

which Nemiroff Company follows until now were formed 150 years ago: high quality standards, keeping with ancient recipes, constant 

production improvement, and search for new flavors

SPIRITS



Natural purity of water

Podillia is the land of thousands of lakes and artesian springs. 

Water used for Nemiroff vodka undergoes natural mineral filtration and remains natural and pure during 

the entire production process. This is the basis for the perfect taste of Nemiroff products

Natural Ingredients

Nemiroff constantly implements innovations, while experimenting with technologies and taste; renovate old 

and create new recipes based on high-quality natural ingredients. 

With every coming year, this allows more and more people worldwide to enjoy the perfect taste of 

Nemiroff products

Global Acceptance

Nemiroff is a brand created in Ukraine for consumers worldwide. Today it is presented in 80 countries and 

stands among TOP 10 global vodka brands and TOP 3 vodka suppliers of Duty Free stores. 

During the last 15 years, Nemiroff has received over 70 prestigious international awards, including Chicago 

Beverage Tasting Institute, The Vodka Masters, San Francisco World Spirits Competition, The Superior Taste 

Awards, International Spirits Challenge, Mixology Taste Forum, World Drinks Award, The Global Spirits 

Masters International Competition, Wine Enthusiast, The London Spirits Competition, The Fifty Best1

KEY ADVANTAGES

SPIRITS



Perfection of production

Nemiroff takes the pride in the undeniable quality of Nemiroff Vodka. 

The high production standard and sophisticated process combined with the latest technology result in a product 

that is recognized throughout the world. 

Nemiroff works closely with the Krones EU team to keep our processing technique current. Once the vodka is 

ready for filtration, it goes through a multiple stage process of filtration which results in a unique, rich flavor

Modern Technologies of Protection

Highly skilled specialists oversee quality control for Nemiroff Vodka.  They work in an advanced laboratory 

using the latest technology supervising everything from tinctures and quality control to production.  

Laser marking technology is implemented in order to protect the Nemiroff trademark from imposters

Compliance to International Standards

We are compliant with the international standards of quality management and we are recognized as both an 

innovator and leader.

Quality Management System ISO 9001

Food Safety ISO 22000

Technological marking ISO 14024

The Lean Six Sigma method is utilized to ensure provenance and environmental friendliness

SPIRITS

KEY ADVANTAGES



NEMIROFF TODAY – IS A BRAND OF PREMIUM PRODUCTS FOR THOSE WHO VALUE TASTE AND STYLE

Nemiroff is a brand created in Ukraine for consumers worldwide. Today it is presented in 80 

countries and stands among TOP10 global vodka brands and TOP3 vodka suppliers of Duty 

Free stores

During the last15years, Nemiroff has received over 70 prestigious international awards, 

including Chicago Beverage Tasting Institute, The Vodka Masters, San Francisco World Spirits 

Competition, The Superior Taste Awards, International Spirits Challenge, Mixology Taste 

Forum, World Drinks Award, The Global Spirits Masters International Competition, Wine 

Enthusiast, The London Spirits Competition, The Fifty Best

SPIRITS



NEMIROFF DE LUXE

Inspired by a centuries-old vodka making tradition in Ukraine and by a distilling 

heritage of Nemiroff

Premium-class grain alcohol 

11 stages of filtration. Last –silver

Clean, crisp aromatics tease the nose with hints of apple, lemon peel and mint

Perfect in a Martini or Moscow Mule, but the additional complexity and character 

means this vodka will hold its own in more complex cocktails, leaving room for 

creativity and vibrant mixes

SPIRITS



DE LUXE HONEY PEPPER

Made following the ancient recipes of our region dating back to the 16th century, 

this intriguing blend of flavors is pure Ukrainian genius.

Premium-class grain alcohol 

11 stages of filtration. Last –silver

To this, we infuse real, estate harvested honey, chili peppers and a mixture of more 

than 27 spices and herbs. The result is a carefully balanced blend of sweet-and-
heat reach flavor

Perfect as a chilled shot, or blended into your favorite cocktail for that extra kick. 

An ideal base for classic spicy cocktails, as well as their bold twists

SPIRITS



Premium product created according to the authentic recipe.

Premium-class grain alcohol 

11 stages of filtration. Last –silver

Rested in oakbarrels for over three months to enhance its character, aromatics, and 

flavor. The result is smooth, spicy flavor without edges, with just a hint of oak/wood 

to the aroma and flavor

DE LUXE RESTED IN BARREL

SPIRITS



NEMIROFF PREMIUM 

PRODUCTS ARE RECOGNIZED 

BY THE WORLD EXPERTS

70+ QUALITY AWARDS

NEMIROFF GLOBAL ACCEPTANCE

SPIRITS



Leverages the heritage and category expertise of Nemiroff to establish a new sub-brand 

within the Flavoured Vodka category

Appeals to the younger adults audience who enjoy at-home consumption (house-parties) and 

do not consume neat vodka

Creates strong differentiation vs competitor

NEMIROFF INKED COLLECTION

SPIRITS



NEMIROFF INKED COLLECTION - BOLD ORANGE

Nemiroff blends ultra-pure vodka, its 16th century inspired, all-natural 

honey pepper infusion recipe, and fresh orange flavorings, mellowing it 

in oak barrels, to create an all-new taste sensation

Nemiroff BOLD ORANGE is bright and clean, with just the right hints of 

sweet, citrus and spice. Sip chilled shots, or mix with orange juice and 

ginger ale for a perfect cocktail

SPIRITS



NEMIROFF INKED COLLECTION - WILD CRANBERRY

Nemiroff blends ultra-pure vodka, fresh / real cranberry flavorings, 

and just a hint of fine cognac to create a refreshing, slightly sweet 

new taste

Nemiroff WILD CRANBERRY is practically a cocktail in shot glass, or 

combine with a squeeze of fresh lime juice and sparkling water

SPIRITS



NEMIROFF INKED COLLECTION - BURNING PEAR

Nemiroff blends ultra-pure vodka, its 16th century inspired, all-natural 

honey pepper infusion recipe, and fresh pear flavorings to create an 

all-new taste sensation

Nemiroff BURNING PEAR offers a velvety, mellow flavor that opens 

with sweet honey-pear notes, followed by just a touch of heat in a rich, 

new way. Sip chilled or serve in a Sidecar or as a Spicy Mule

SPIRITS



The first original drink from modern Nemiroff, the starting point of the modern 

brand history

9 stages of filtration

Masculine vodka taste and balanced aroma of caraway seeds & natural honey 

with a pleasant aftertaste that leaves a barely noticeable astringency

NEMIROFF ORGINAL

SPIRITS



The main outstanding feature of this vodka is its softness

9 stages of filtration

Artesian water and high quality spirit, softened by ginger, provides the vodka with 

an especially mellow, delicate taste

NEMIROFF ORGINAL

SPIRITS



Variety of tastes: citron, orange, peach, pineapple, mango, 

coconut, pear, green apple

9 stages of filtration

Artesian water and high quality spirit, natural ingredients

NEMIROFF TROPICAL COLLECTION

SPIRITS



VADMACA has been moving in private label business where we take high quality alcohol products bottle or even
can them under our customers labels in a turn-key program

PRIVATE LABELS

KEY PRIVATE LABEL OPTIONS:

• Use your label or one of our approved designs

• Use the best packaging for the private label product (bottle, can etc.)

• Large and small lots with consistent supply

• Great products at each pricing tier

• We supply alcohol products to your specifications

• All varietals and beyond

• Our friendly staff provides assistance all the way



UNIQUE CUSTOM DESIGNSUNIQUE CUSTOM DESIGNS

KEY PRIVATE DESIGN & BRANDING OPTION:

As VADMACA is an expert in promotion and marketing beverage brands in Canadian, Asian and European 

markets, we offer also the wide range of design consulting services to consumer products manufacturers 

having highly professional designing team.

Unique ideas are the basis of every good product – we have a lot of unique ideas and are happy to work 

them out for you. We develop everything from concepts up to series for more than one and, of course, 

individual packaging along with it.

Or, if you prefer, bring us your ideas and we do the graphical implementation.

We believe that design is creativity which is matched to the product and the expectations of the consumers. 

We are more than familiar with the necessary technical requirements of our products. So why not let our 

professionals implement your ideas. Our know-how can save your money, too.



• Basic delivery terms – FCA (Incoterms 2020) or to be discussed

• Minimum order is 10 000 Liters (mixed assortment)

• Cost of freight and insurance to be paid additionally

• Basic payment term is 100% prepayment or to be discussed

• Average term of shipment from the distilleries after 100% prepayment:

45 calendar days for the vodka and beer, 65 days for the wine

GENERAL TERMS



OUR ADVANTAGES:

• Constant quality control

• Safety

• Transparency

• Smart logistics

• Experience

• Variety of private label programs

• Shipping documentary support

• Flexible pricing

SUMMARY



VADMACA LTD.

Address:  24-3190 Toronto St, Port Coquitlam, BC, V3B 5K3, Canada 
Phone:        +380508418922, +17788614299

Email:  ty@vadmaca.com, info@vadmaca.ca

Web Site:             www.vadmaca.ca

WeChat ID:  wxid_792al3mee7cs22

WeChat QR Code:

Line QR Code:

CONTACT US

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0a_uxSG9sV28glGqHyWRLg
https://www.facebook.com/vadmaca/
https://www.instagram.com/vadmaca/?igshid=1d9ytbxlg2dvd
https://www.linkedin.com/authwall?trk=gf&trkInfo=AQFJqPR1nbn6GAAAAX0nJa-oSZoESJUrQwDS-agVacP6adFnbcmBsTGK0BZaiUrq4e6eAbEIp3Ifok1jg7KeCe-HHLaFczaui0xh7lUqx8uL2o6MvWn3X_Ihgyd1wg72OqoekwI=&originalReferer=http://vadmaca.ca/&sessionRedirect=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fcompany%2Fvadmaca
https://twitter.com/VADMACALTD


THANK YOU!
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